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Starting from the microscopic light-matter interaction in form of the minimal coupling Hamilto-
nian, the multipole approximation for the optical response of localized electrons in atomic systems is
extended to delocalized electrons in solids. A spatial averaging procedure is used to derive the elec-
tromagnetic sources for macroscopic Maxwell’s equations as well as the corresponding many particle
Hamiltonian on a coarse grained length scale. The results are illustrated for semiconductor bulk
material up to quadruple moments for the interband transitions, where gauge invariant equations
of motion for the optical response are obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

The response of matter to electromagnetic rzdation
in the optical range: i.e. frequencies of about w z
1014- 1015 Hz, is usually determined by the electronic

properties of the material. The motion of electrons is

governed by the laws of quantum mechanics which al-

lows us to obtain the electronic states via the electronic

wavefunctions ]n) and their corresponding energies en,
where n is the quantum number. Knowing the elec-
tronic states, the electromagnetic field induced response
is determined by the probabllty for the transition of elec-
trons between different states In) + In’) whereby energy
Iiwnn, = Ien –en, I is absorbed or emitted [1]. These tran-

sitions yield the material polarization which acts as the
source term in Maxwell’s equations. In turn, Maxwell’s
equations determine the observable, such as electric and

magnetic fields as well as their field correlations [2].
If the electromagnetic fields are treated classically

and the matter quantum-mechanically, the correspond-
ing theory is called semiclassical. There are two impor-
tant self-consistency problems that are relevant for the
semiclassical optics of solids which especially manifest
themselves on ultrashort time and space scales:

i) The self-consistent transition from a microscopic
(atomic) to a macroscopic (mesoscopic) theory which can
be used to analyze spatially inhomogeneous excitation
and multiples on a length scale above the atomic scale
but still below the wavelength of light. ThB part of the
theory is connected with spatial averages explicitly or
implicitly done in experiments [3]. ~ . .

ii) Solid state quantum mechanics is usually formulated
in terms of electromagnetic potentials in Coulomb gauge
instead of the total electromagnetic fields which occur
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Stress voids relieve the tensile mechanical stress that every metal structure experiences to some degree.
They begin to grow, or nucleate, at defects in the interface between the metal structure and the surrounding
materials. For example, etch pits, sidewall contamination, and other asperities can cause the metal to
detach locally from the passivation along the sidewall of an interconnect. At these small free surfaces, then,
the tensile stress is zero, and it becomes energetically favorable for metal to migrate away from the surfaces
toward parts of the interconnect that are still under stress. If there is an easy migration path at the defect,
usually a metal grain boundary, then the nascent void will grow by diffusion. As voids grow, the overall
stress in the metal structure decreases. As the stress decreases, so in turn does the rate of void growth. Yet,
growth continues until the stress is fully relaxed. Our data indicate that this process can take many years,
making stress voiding both a short- and long-term reliability concern. Unlike aluminum alloys, materials
like tungsten, titanium nitride, and titanium aluminide do not void, making them desirable shunt layers in a
multilayer interconnect. The origins of mechanical stress and the nucleation of voids have been reviewed in
the literature’.

Figure 3 shows why it is difficult to accelerate stress voiding by a burn-in or life test at some elevated
temperature. Increasing the temperature accelerates the diffusion of aluminum away from the void (figure
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Figure 3: Acceleration factors for stress voiding.

3a) but decreases the stress (figure 3b), most of which arises from thermal expansion mismatch between the
‘ metal and surrounding materials. The resulting acceleration factor is a combination of these opposing

trends (figure 3c). This acceleration curve has two important features: a maximum at some intermediate
temperature below typical backend processing temperatures, and a maximum acceleration that is not very
large. Worse, as figure 3d shows, the acceleration factor decreases with time, and the maximum shifts to
lower temperatures, as voids form and relax the stress. If we attempt to accelerate voiding in cases where
voids already exist, there is a broad range of temperatures beyond the maximum where the metal will go
into compression and the voids shrink. Thus, a typical life testis not designed to accelerate stress voiding
and may even give a false sense of security. Were we to shrink voids in the attempt to determine their
cause, we might incorrectly attribute the voiding to some other mechanism or processing defect.

Suppose we are undaunted by the challenge of accelerating void growth properly. We wish to find out if
interconnects fresh from the fab can be induced to void, or if existing voids on new or old interconnects
will continue to grow and cause failures. Knowing the magnitude of the remaining mechanical stress would
help, of course. Stress is best measured by x-ray diffraction, which can detect small changes in the crystal
lattice spacing of the aluminum atoms when done properly. These measurements require instruments with
increased precision and analysts with specialized knowledge. In addition, the sensitivity of laboratory x-ray
diffraction tools is such that large-area test structures, usually at least several millimeters square, are needed
to obtain measurements in a reasonable time. If we lacked the foresight to put such structures on our
product wafers, or if the price of real estate precluded them, then scarce and specialized microdiffraction
facilities must be used to make measurements on the small areas of IC interconnect amenable to
unambiguous testing. Remember that patterning and passivating interconnects changes the stress from what
it was in the deposited metal film, and that prior voiding makes the stress time-dependent. For serious
analysis, then, the measurement of blanket film stress by wafer curvature is useless.

The tools, techniques, and test structures for stress measurement are not generally part of the failure
analysis repertoke, but SEMS and SEM techniques are. The clearest SEM images of voids are obtained
using a high primary beam energy (-30 kV) and detecting backscattered electrons. However, observing and
measuring voids in the SEM, whether to determine growth kinetics or decide if an occurrence is restricted
to certain wafer lots, again present difficulties and choices. Deeply buried metal levels cannot be seen
clearly from the top. Vias and other features in non-planarized technologies produce confusing contrast that
may look like voiding. Carefully stripping an IC down to the metal level of interest sometimes allows sharp
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void images, but the sample preparation radically alters the stress state and ruins the device for further
storage tests, accelerated growth tests, or time-dependent stress measurements. If the IC is left intact to
preserve the stress, only the top metal level can be observed through the passivation. Even then, the best
void images appear fuzzy without a specialized, high-voltage SEM. In either, case, if a metal level
incorporates tungsten, the strong backscattered signal from the tungsten layer will obscure any contrast due
to voiding. A comprehensive study may need separate stripped and intact ICS for analysis testing, along
with backside reprocessing to remove tungsten barrier layers.

Finally, the degree of voiding can vary wildly, not only from lot to lot, but even among wafers from the
same lot. We have observed dramatic differences between two lots that finished processing the same day,
for example. We can only speculate that this capriciousness stems from the sporadic nature of nucleation,
rather than from variations in stress or grain structure. This in turn reflects the fact that metal deposition is
probably more tightly controlled and better understood than etching and cleaning. Inspecting several dies
per wafer and several wafers per lot, and then comparing lots, becomes necessary for an accurate
characterization of stress voiding. The inability to. predict nucleation is a major reason that no simple
formulation of reliability (an analog of Black’s equation in electromigration, for example) exists.

“It is a capital mistake to theorize before you have all the evidence. It biases the
judgment.” – Sherlock Holmes

Correctly analyzing voids is difficult, time-consuming, and fraught with problems of observation,
measurement and prediction. It is tempting, then, to jump to a conclusion of stress voiding (or corrosion,
for that matter) whenever holes in metal crop up. This temptation needs to be resisted, however, because an
incorrect conclusion will lead to unsuccessful and wasteful attempts to fix the production process, or
misleading predictions of future reliability. Successful corrective actions and accurate reliability
assessments must be based on hard evidence. In addition, the difficulty in catching stress voids by life
testing, or of having to decide whether voided product meets reliability requirements, suggests we
understand voiding thoroughly when it occurs. We can then avoid it in the next lot, product, or technology.

An investigation of suspected stress voiding could have several broad objectives. A very useful and
straightforward goal is a survey or SEM inspection program to determine if voiding, regardless of the
cause, occurs universally within a technology or only in certain lots. Such a survey can limit the scope of a
reliability assessment and guide a failure analysis. If the voiding is limited, then lot travelers and logbooks
can be reviewed for process variability that might have induced voiding. On the other hand, universal
voiding indicates fundamental processing errors. A second objective might be to determine the root cause
of the voiding; that is, to prove or disprove stress voiding by amassing physical evidence. Although more
difficult than the first objective, this root-cause analysis can result in effective process changes that
eliminate voiding. Finally, we might need to provide an estimate for the reliability of lots already in use.
The current state of physical modeling precludes a quantitative estimate, but relative lot-to-lot reliabilities
based on measured stresses and void densities maybe achievable and useful. Since the first objective is
easy and the third nearly impossible, we concentrate in this article on the second.

Three distinct physical phenomena – stress, nucleation, and diffusion – must conspire to cause stress
voiding. Therefore, proof of stress voiding requires evidence that con.rms all three. Indeed, if a piece of
evidence does not support any one of these phenomena, then another mechanism, usually corrosion, must
be considered. (In fact, it is difficult to distinguish corrosion from stress voiding, but the process
corrections can obviously be quite different.)

What, then, constitutes good evidence, and what are the most useful tools for gathering that evidence? It
turns out that the most commonly available observational tools – SEM, TEM, and FIB – have also proven
the most effective in several Sandia studies of voiding, We have found, too, that the more chips and voids
we observed, the better our understanding of any particular incidence of voiding became. This confirmed
our contention that stress-voiding cases are not easy to solve. Where an active production line for a voided
technology or product still exists, experiments (that is, traditional process splits) can supplement the
observational tools and test a hypothesis about any of the three conspirators. For legacy ICS, process splits
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obviously cannot be done, and observations of existing voids become paramount. The following lists show
how techniques using these tools – plan-view SEM, cross-sectional SEM, FIB, plan-view TEM, and cross-
sectional TEM – can develop the three necessary lines of evidence for stress voiding.

Evidence for stress

● Direct x-ray diffraction measurements of residual stress obviously provide the strongest evidence for
future growth of voids through stress relaxation. However, if voiding has already occurred, such
measurements do not indicate the original stress, and indirect, observational evidence must be found.

. Large or numerous voids on short, isolated segments of interconnect (for example, the numerals in a
serial number) suggest a failure mechanism other than stress voiding. The maximum stress that can
develop will ultimately produce a void volume on the order of a few percent of the interconnect
volume. A void or collection of voids larger than this argues against stress, while a complete absence
of voids on these features in the presence of heavy voiding elsewhere on the device supports it.

● Intermetallic reactions can contribute significant stress. In these solid-state reactions between Al and
the barrier or cap layer in multilayer interconnects, the intermetallic product can occupy less volume
than the reactants. Cross-sectional TEM samples reveal the degree to which an intermetallic reaction
has progressed. If this happens after encapsulation, the interconnect cannot shrink, and tensile stress
develops.

● A given stress can be relieved by a few large voids or many small ones. Thus, a plot of average void
volume vs. average void spacing for many devices will show a correlation if stress voiding is the
mechanism. Void density measurements (the number of voids/mm of interconnect) can be made
relatively quickly using plan-view SEM at magnifications that allow many interconnects in the field of
view, but individual void size measurements are extremely tedious. They must be done at high
magnification for accuracy, and they require a SEM with image-processing capabilities. Since only
void area, not volume, can be measured in plan views, there is an inherent assumption that void area
remains constant with depth. This assumption should be verified by FIB cross-sectioning through
several voids. Despite the effort, a demonstrated correlation is strong evidence for stress. Just
measuring the void densities from lot to lot can be useful in sorting good lots fi-om bad and limiting the
scope of any reliability investigation. The length of interconnect inspected depends on the void
density; where the density is low, or where some “good” lots exist, expect to look at as much as 100
mm of interconnect on each chip.

. SEM observation of significant corrosion products, in voids exposed by FIB cuts or TEM cross-
sectional samples, obviously eliminates stress as the driving force.

Evidence for nucleation

. Voids usually occur at the sidewalls of interconnects, but not always. Plan-view SEM inspections can
suggest whether to look here or elsewhere more closely for nucleation sites using TEM.

. Observations of the interfaces between an interconnect and the surrounding dielectrics can yield
evidence for nucleation: contamination patches, etch residues, asperities, precipitates, or voids too
small to be seen using SEM. Solid proof of nucleation, however, requires the direct observation of
voids beginning to grow from these suspected nucleation sites. TEM is the tool of choice, with its
capability for extremely high magnification and localized elemental analysis. Sidewall interfaces can
be studied with plan-view samples, in which an interconnect is sectioned parallel to the chip surface.
Inspection of the upper and lower interfaces requires cross-section samples. Samples should be
prepared through good metal and, more importantly, through voids. Large voids can be pinpointed by
the SEM beforehand.

● Tilting a plan-view SEM sample that has not been passivated allows the entire metal sidewall to be
inspected for nucleation sites.

● Plan-view SEM examination of samples that have been backside-thinned using the FIB maybe needed
to discover the nucleation sites in nonplanar structures, such as vias and contacts, or structures with
tungsten. FIB cross-sections through known failure sites can also be used for this purpose.
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Evidence for diffusion

● Characterizing the metal microstructure, primarily the grain-size distribution and grain-boundary
network, is the first step in identifying a diffusion path for voiding. Since interconnects generally are
much longer than wide or thick, diffusion must have a path along the length to grow appreciable voids
and relax appreciable stress. (Remember that even small structures like vias and contacts are attached
to long, narrow interconnects.) Usually, plan-view TEM samples are more useful for this purpose than
cross-sections, since typical grain-boundary diffusion paths run along the length of the interconnect.
Cross-sectional TEM can help, however, whenever very small or non-columnar grains are observed
and varying rates of diffusion through the thickness of the metal film could exist. Voids found in strict
bamboo metal suggest interface diffusion, but this is better proved by activation-energy experiments
than by observational evidence.

● TEM observations of interfaces can provide evidence for diffusion as well as nucleation. As with
nucleation, the strongest proof shows that nucleated voids grow only in the presence of an identified
diffusion path.

“King, this case is closed.” – Sergeant Preston of the Yukon

In this final section, we prove a real case of stress voiding beyond a reasonable doubt. We developed
evidence for all three required phenomena – stress, nucleation, and diffusion – using the observational
techniques described above. This evidence clearly identified the processing errors and suggested how to t-lx
them. In fact, the ways in which we gathered the evidence and organized it into a coherent proof allowed us
to formulate the systematic guidelines of the previous section. Although we relied heavily on traditional
observational tools, we applied them in new ways and used a relatively new technique – die backside
thinning in the FIB – to gain crucial proof of nucleation and evidence of processing errors.

The IC technology we investigated was illustrated earlier, in Figures 1 and 2. This technology had a two-
level interconnect scheme and exhibited voiding both in the flat interconnects of the top metal (M2) and in
the vias between Ml and M2. Ml consisted of a TiW barrier, Al conductor, and Ti cap, M2 had an Al
conductor and Ti cap, but no barrier. The voids in the flat interconnects did not pose a potential reliability
problem, because the Ti cap provided a shunt. However, the vias were formed from M2, and the absence of
a barrier layer meant that a void in the Al could cause an open failure at the lower interface with M 1. We
did not know at first whether the two types of voiding had the same cause or not. SEM inspections and FIB
cross-sections showed that the voiding was universal and had even migrated when the fab line was
upgraded to process larger wafers. The widespread occurrence of voiding meant that process errors, not
variability, was responsible. The voids on the flat interconnects were observed at sidewalls, but sequential
FIB cross-sections of voided vias showed those voids to be irregular in shape, with no unique nucleation
site. The voided ICS we investigated were several years old, but the production line was still in operation,
and some newly processed lots exhibited immediate voiding.

In the absence of direct x-ray measurements, two pieces of observational evidence demonstrated the
existence of stress prior to voiding. Figure 4 shows two TEM cross-sections through newly fabricated M2
interconnects. The first cross-section shows the metal layers as deposited. The second was made after the
final step in wafer fabrication, a high-temperature sinter. An intermetallic reaction has created a thick layer
of TiA13. This reaction occurred after the interconnect had been passivated. The normal 5 ‘%0 volume
reduction of this reaction, prevented by the confinement of the passivation, instead became a large stress.
The avoidable processing error was to induce the intermetallic reaction after passivation. To bolster this
conclusion, we ran a split lot that compared the normal process to a corrected process, in which an extra
sintering step drove the intermetallic reaction to completion before the passivation was deposited. The
normal process yielded 16 voids/mm, the improved process none. Remember that, without the confinement
of a dielectric, ,stress can be relieved without voiding. A common mistake in quality assurance is to inspect
interconnects only before they are encapsulated. Lack of voiding at this step does not guarantee a void-free
final product.

.
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Figure 4: TEM cross-sections, made before (left) and after (right) a sintering step, show
formation of the intermetallic TiAly This reaction does not conserve volume and imparts stress to
the interconnect when it is allowed to occur after the interconnect is encapsulated by a dielectric.

The second piece of evidence resulted from the plan-view SEM inspection of 20 parts from 7 lots of
differing ages. Voids in a 7-mm length of flat M2 interconnect were counted and sized for each part. About
5000 voids were individually sized. The average void spacing and average void area were calculated for
each part and plotted in Figure 5. The rough correlation supports the notion that if stress relaxation is the
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Figure 5: A correlation between void size and spacing is evidence for
the existence of prior stress.

source of void growth, voids farther apart have more stress to relieve and so grow bigger. On a final note,
we never observed any corrosion products in numerous FIB cross-sections through voids.

We required separate evidence for void nucleation on the flat M2 interconnects and in the vias. The flat
lines presented the lesser challenge, as the voids there were more numerous and easier to find. Since they
occurred at the edges of the interconnects, we fiist examined the interface between the interconnect
sidewall and the passivation, using TEM plan-view samples. Figure 6 shows one of many nucleation sites
discovered at that interface. The photograph, again, is a view of a section through the interconnect parallel
to the plane of the IC. The scale on the image indicates that it was taken at a high magnification, so that
only the edge of the interconnect is visible. A small void has nucleated, but not grown appreciably, to the
right of a small, rounded protrusion of passivation approximately 150 nm in diameter. This void would be
invisible in a plan-view SEM image taken through the passivation. As Figure 7 shows, this protrusion is an
etch pit in the metal sidewall that was filled with glass during passivation deposition. (The unpassivated
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Figure 6: High-magnification TEM plan view
of interconnect sidewall interface.

Figure 7: SEM plan view, tilted 40°, of unpas-
sivated interconnects. Numerous etch pits are
evident.

interconnects of Figure 7 are, of course, from the same device type and technology as that of Figure 6.)
Figure 6 shows that very small features can easily fill with glass, and that the void clearly formed afier the
passivation was deposited. In other words, the void was not etched into the interconnect originally. We

examined 670 ~m of flat interconnect on this IC using plan-view TEM and identified 56 such nucleated
voids, most much smaller than the one shown here. 869i0 were attached to etch pits. This strong correlation
establishes the pits as the nucleation sites on the flat interconnects. As far as we are aware, this is the first
published evidence for nucleation of stress voids in ICS. A change in the composition of the etch gases
eliminated these sites.

The more difficult and complex evidence for nucleation in vias came from a combination of cross-sections
and die backside thinning, both performed with the FIB. The sidewalls of the vias had the same etch pits as
in the flat interconnects, but FIB cross-sections early in the investigation had suggested another possibility.
As shown in Figure 8, passivation “breadloafing” might actually leave a free metal surface in the via, from

Figure 8: SEM image of FIB cross-section
through voided via, showing passivation
“breadloafing” on left side.

which a void could grow. While developing a backside-thinning method to view voids in vias and buried
metal levels, we serendipitously discovered several processing errors that both explained the breadloafing
and suggested how nucleation occurred. The details of the backside-thinning technique and its full
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application to this case are beyond the scope of this article and have been described elsewhere 2. However,
the technique exposes areas of the IC hundreds of microns square in a reasonable time, leaving a “well” on
the back with a flat bottom. This sample preparation destroys the stress state, but it exposes large areas of
interconnect and large numbers of vias for SEM inspection. The bottom of the well can be FIB-milled to
just above the layer of interest (the bottom of a via, for example), or a tungsten barrier layer can be
removed from a metal level without disturbing the layer above it. Previously obscured voids can then be
seen sharply in a SEM.

Figure 9 shows a plan-view SEM image of such a backside-thinned sample. The material under M 1 has

Ml

via

M2

Figure 9: Plan-view SEM image showing a small section
from a large, backside-thinned area of an IC. The silicon
and other layers below Ml were removed by a combination
of polishing, gas-assisted etching, and FIB milling. The
tungsten barrier under Ml was almost completely milled
away, leaving a few remnants that appear white in the
photograph.

been removed completely, as has the M 1 tungsten barrier, revealing a series of vias. The crescent-shaped
features in the vias are too regular to be stress voids. Furthermore, similar images and images of
unpassivated vias showed that M2 was severely misaligned with the via hole in a way to cause insufficient
overlap of the two. When M2 was patterned, etching continued right down around two edges of the via hole
into M 1, producing the crescents. Subsequent FIB cross-sectioning through vias, done in small sequential
slices, revealed that the entrance provided by breadloafing, the overetching of M 1, and the void in the via
were connected. It is highly unlikely that the overetching produced the via void directly, since in many
cases the via void continued for a long distance into the flat M2 interconnect away from the exposed
surfaces. This evidence strongly suggested that the via voids nucleated as a result of several processing
errors exposing the M 1 and M2 surfaces. We were unable to rule out etch pits as an additional cause of
nucleation in the vias, however. Achieving tighter M2 mask registration and controlling the endpoint of the
M2 etch more carefully will reduce nucleation.

The evidence for grain-boundary diffusion is straightforward. In the same 670 ~m of interconnect that
produced the evidence for nucleation on flat lines, we observed a mixture of bamboo and polygranular
microstructure that indicated possible networks for grain-boundary diffusion. We found 15 large voids in
this length, in addition to the 56 small voids discussed earlier. All the large voids intersected grain
boundaries. Most (75%) of the small voids did not. Thus, voids grew only in the presence of grain
boundaries, but that did not necessarily guarantee growth. Examples of large and small voids are shown in
the plan-view TEM photographs of Figure 10. Note that the right-hand image in Figure 10 is similar to
Figure 6. Grain boundaries are inevitable, but they do not cause voiding in the absence of stress and
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nucleation. The deposition process can maximize grain size, which in turn maximizes the degree of bamboo
microstructure, but no significant process correction is really required here.

grain 1 pm
boundaries boundary , . . . .. ... .. ....,

Figure 10: Plan-view TEM images showing a large void on a grain boundary (left) and a small
nucleated void not on a grain boundary. Voids that were not on grain boundaries dld not grow
significantly. The first image shows the entire interconnect line width, while the second shows
only the sidewall interface at higher magnification.

The three lines of evidence for stress, nucleation, and diffusion were not easy to develop. But taken
together, they made a convincing case for stress voiding and pointed to numerous beneficial process
changes. Understanding each of these phenomena thoroughly, characterizing and monitoring processes
carefully, and developing the systematic evidence emphasized in this article will help ensure reliable IC
metallization, free from stress voiding.
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